
TERROIR CREATIVE WRITING FESTIVAL 2016 
Sponsored by the Arts Alliance of Yamhill County with major funding from the Yamhill County 

Cultural Coalition, the Oregon Cultural Trust, and the Oregon Community Foundation 
April 16, Chemeketa Community College, Yamhill Valley Branch 

REGISTRATION FORM (one form per person, please) 

To pre-register, complete this form and mail it with payment by April 9 to: AAYC – Terroir 
Creative Writing Festival, PO Box 898, McMinnville, OR 97128. Make check out to AAYC. 

Name________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City_________________________________________________________ State__________ Zip_____________ 
 
Phone________________________________________  Email_________________________________________ 
 
Pre-registration Fees (check all that apply) 

_____ Adult: $50 (will be $60 after April 9)      
_____ Student, Senior 65+ or AAYC member: $40 ($50 after April 9) 

_____ Boxed lunch: $10.50 (available with pre-registration only) _____ Turkey sandwich     _____ Ham 
sandwich    ____ Veggie sandwich   ____ Sesame soba noodle salad   _____Gluten Free  (Any item can 
be made gluten free.) Those registering after April 9 are strongly encouraged to bring a sack lunch. 
Total enclosed:  $________________ (Make check out to AAYC.) 

For our planning purposes, please circle the workshops you would like to attend. See workshop 
descriptions on the following pages. (You are not obligated to go to the sessions you indicate here.) 

 
 Lobby Main Floor Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 

8:00-9:00 
Registration 
and Book 
Sales 

    

9:00-10:10 Book Sales 
David Mason: Morning 
Keynote 

   

10:20-11:20 
Book Sales 
and Signing 

William L. Sullivan: 
Writing for a Living 

Susan Blackaby: 
Writing Picture Books 

Stephen Long: Self-
Publishing: First 
Identify Your Goals 

Emily Grosvenor: 
Blogging Like a Boss 

11:30-12:30 Book Sales 
and Signing 

Kate Carroll deGutes: 
Using Humor to Tackle 
Tricky Subjects 

Ed Edmo: The Art of 
Storytelling 

Brian Tibbets: 
Finding & Working 
with an Agent 

Sam Snoek-Brown: 
Building Stories from 
Other People’s 
Recycle Bins 

12:30-1:00  LUNCH     

1:00-1:50 
 

Book Sales Shawn Levy: Afternoon 
Keynote 

    

2:00-3:00 Book Sales 
and Signing 

Rose City Romance 
Writers Panel 

Barbara Drake: 
Poetry from the 
Creative Well 

Lisa Ohlen Harris: 
Telling Your Story 
(2:00 to 4:10) 

 

3:10-4:10 
Book Sales 
and Signing 

Kate Ristau: Picking up 
the Pace in YA 

Josiah Phillips: 
Finding Your Voice 
(Reading Aloud) 

Memoir workshop 
continued 

 

4:10- 5:30  
Open Mic Readings 
(sign up at registration) 

   

 

Note: Schedule is subject to change without advance notice. 

To learn more about scheduled speakers, visit www.terroircreativewritingfestival.com or like 
our Facebook page, Terroir Creative Writing Festival.



TCWF 2016 WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS 
	
Morning Keynote: Journey by Candlelight: The Magic and Necessity of Stories 
David Mason 
Stories give us language to live by. They map our lives and connect us to the lives of others. 
They are portable planets, ways of honoring those who have lived on earth before us, and the 
gift of our own present lives. Poet and storyteller David Mason discusses the uses and pleasures 
of enchantment. 
 
Afternoon Keynote: Finding the Hole, Following the String: The Art and Craft of Nonfiction 
Shawn Levy 
The not-so-secret secrets of writing a nonfiction narrative, from finding a subject to doing the 
research, can be described in a series of metaphors: Find a hole; fill a clothesline; look up and 
look down; and so on. Illustrated with examples from the lives of movie stars, gigolos and 
rogues. 
 
Writing Picture Books: Rules of Engagement 
Susan Blackaby  
Author Mem Fox said, “Writing a picture book is like writing ‘War and Peace’ in haiku.” Plus it 
should make milk come out of your nose reading after re-reading. Suz will share structural 
musts and poetic tricks to help writers achieve the unique and loopy precision picture books 
require. 
 
Are You Allowed to Joke About That? Using Humor to Tackle Tricky Subjects  
Kate Carroll deGutes 
Illness, death, divorce, money—these are all loaded subjects to talk about, much less commit to 
the page. And if you make a joke about your mother’s Alzheimer’s or how Ikea facilitated your 
divorce, is it even more inappropriate? Not necessarily. Humor can be used to navigate tricky 
subjects, give your readers some breathing room, and make a lasting point without sounding 
like you’re on a soapbox. 
 
Poetry from the Creative Well 
Barbara Drake 
Poetry has long been associated with inspiration, sometimes viewed as an ineffable spirit from a 
mysterious source. But we can practice opening ourselves to inspiration. This workshop will 
offer several fun exercises for inviting inspiration and finding fresh ideas and language to make 
poems.   
 
The Art of Storytelling 
Ed Edmo 
Native storyteller Ed Edmo will demonstrate the art of traditional oral literature, explaining 
how he practices it and how skillful storytelling relates to and enhances modern creative 
writing. 
 
Blogging Like a Boss: Conceive Your Blog Like a Magazine Editor 
Emily Grosvenor 
New blogs are created every half-second, from online diaries to highly curated blogging 
empires that read like a well-edited magazine. Whether you’re starting out or you want to 
improve your existing blog, learn how to define your purpose, find your audiences, improve 
your concept, write posts that get read, and send your message out. 
 
 
 



TCWF 2016 WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS 
	
Telling Your Story: Two-Hour Workshop in Memoir Writing 
Lisa Ohlen Harris 
We all have stories to tell, snapshots in time that changed us, or life lessons to recount. This 
workshop will include hands-on writing time, equipping writers with three important tools for 
creating personal memoir: scene, summary, and reflection. Come ready to write! 
 
Self-Publishing? First Identify Your Goals 
Stephen Long 
The avenues to self-publishing are myriad and often confusing. This workshop will help guide 
you by posing the question – is self-publishing right for me?  The answer lies in defining your 
goals and then understanding the many nuanced options available. 
 
Finding Your Voice: How to Read Your Work Aloud with Style 
Josiah Phillips 
Ready for your five minutes of fame at the open mic? This workshop with an established stage 
actor will prepare you for public reading. We'll start at the beginning, finding our breath, using 
the diaphragm for vocal support. We'll explore the possibilities for reading aloud, employing 
the techniques used by stage actors. Be prepared to read your own brief piece, poetry or prose. 
Additional readings will also be available. 
 
Rose City Romance Writers Panel 
Gina Fluharty, Terri Reed, Yvonne Kohano, C. Morgan Kennedy 
We are the Portland, Oregon chapter of Romance Writers of America. Our mission is to educate, 
support, and mentor published and unpublished members in the profession of romance 
writing. We welcome anyone who is pursuing the dream of writing romance. Come learn about 
this exciting $1-billion-dollar industry. 
 
Picking up the Pace in YA 
Kate Ristau 
Fast-paced is currently the calling card of best-selling young adult novels. But how do we pick 
up the pace without leaving the reader in the dust? In this hands-on workshop, we’ll examine 
how dialogue and description can work to keep our reader engaged. 
 
Minutia and Miscellany: Building Stories and Histories from Other People’s Recycle Bins 
Samuel Snoek-Brown 
One person’s trash is another person’s literature. We’ll discuss how to treat otherwise 
meaningless scraps of paper, old photos, and other ephemera as research material and 
inspiration for meaningful storytelling, including examples from the author’s own work. 
 
Writing for a Living 
William L. Sullivan 
One of Oregon’s bestselling authors shares secrets about the many paths to success—through an 
agent, a publisher, self-publishing, print-on-demand, and eBooks. The good news is that more 
authors than ever before are finding that writing can be a way to earn a living. 
 
Finding and Working with an Agent 
Brian Tibbets 
What is the role of an agent in today’s changing publishing climate, and how does a writer go 
about finding one? Writer, editor, and literary agent Brian Tibbetts will explain what an agent 
does, present methods for researching and approaching agents, and discuss what a healthy 
author/agent relationship looks like. 


